We are ready. Rapidly deployable COVID-19 services.

The unforeseen needs and challenges created by the COVID-19 pandemic require an innovative response and rapid, intelligent solutions. As our nation continues to move forward, scaling the ability to swiftly notify people who may have been exposed to the virus is critical.

By leveraging our unique combination of workforce and digital solutions, Perspecta can enable a rapidly deployable contact tracing operation across America. Our investigators are located within 90 minutes of 98% of the US population, ready to help our citizens stay safe and avoid spreading COVID-19.

**Workforce solutions**
Perspecta provides immediate capacity with proven scalability and efficient, effective outcome-based investigation alongside health care capabilities.

**Digital solutions**
New approaches to contact tracing must harness technology to support success. By combining our next-generation geotemporal tradecraft with a proprietary analytics platform—Primary Glass and our patient finder service, we ensure a robust contact tracing capability.
Our unique combination of digital and workforce solutions identify and notify people who may have been exposed

Workforce solutions

Immediate capacity with proven scalability
Perspecta’s expert investigators offer unparalleled credentials in rapidly deploying new investigative capacity for government customers. They are prepared and ready—no training needed. Perspecta’s national network of 2,500+ investigators and nurses are positioned strategically within 90 minutes of 98% of the U.S. population across all states and territories. Our investigators utilize phone, secure video teleconferencing and in-person meetings as needed to confirm contact with each individual.

Effective outcome-based investigations
As the federal government’s largest private investigative services provider, our expert investigators, support teams and secure IT platform are ready to serve while ensuring the protection of sensitive personally identifiable information and personal health information.

Investigative and health care competencies
Perspecta delivers interview and investigation expertise working with sensitive information and populations. Our investigators conduct millions of interviews in multiple languages every year via a mature investigative program with two-direction identity verification, best-in-class logistics and efficiency systems, a remote investigative call center and more.

Digital solutions

Next-generation geotemporal tradecraft
Perspecta’s digital capabilities leverage available data to provide privacy-first infectious disease containment solutions. Effective insights into patterns of disease and population movements provide public health officials information to more finely tune containment efforts, reducing the overall number of contact tracers needed. This service also enables contact tracers to more rapidly and efficiently help individuals stay safe and avoid spreading COVID-19.

Proprietary analytics platform
Primary Glass is a risk evaluation tool to aggregate orthogonal information and apply advanced analytics. Primary glass provides customers with risk-scoring insights into individuals and aggregated populations using social network and multi-intelligence analytics to support infectious disease containment.

Perspecta patient finder service
Perspecta’s patient finder service is an application of our data sources and processes used by our investigators every day to locate individuals of interest in an investigation. Applied to contact tracing, our tools and processes can help contact tracers to more rapidly reach individuals of interest.

Contact tracing at a glance

A nationwide footprint